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Hardware Used: B Top 

Top B B,  

two Glass Panels A  

A (top) Glass Panel

Verify that a  
bracket . D   

 if pad is missing  Check the carton or contact 
Customer Service.

Carefully t  WARNING: over-
tightening can break glass!

Continue to join Glass Panels A one at a time by the same 
procedure as in S until all four panels are in place to form a 

square. Once all four Glass Panels and Top Brackets B are in 
place, check the security of all eight set screws.

Hardware Used: B Top B

Before beginning assembly, be sure to empty contents of carton and make sure all parts are present. If any parts 
are missing, please contact Customer Service at (866) 985-7877, 9 a.m. - 9 p.m., EST., or email 
cservice@welltraveled.net.

Carefully remove the glass panels from the packaging and inspect for any damage such as chips or cracks. Place 
glass panels on a soft, flat surface to prevent any damage. Before assembly, ensure that each bracket has 2 set-
screws, with silicone pads attached at the tip.

Estimated Assembly Time: 30 minutes | Do NOT over-tighten hardware!
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Hardware Used: C ottom B

CARE: 
When wind guard is completely cool, it may be cleaned with a soft cloth or paper towel and standard glass cleaner. 
Never spray cleaner or water on a hot wind guard, as it could crack or shatter.

Store the wind guard in a safe place during poor weather or when not in regular use.

Carefully (using two people if possible) turn the 
assembled wind guard upright. Gently set the glass guard 
onto the fire pit table, positioning the feet flat and level 
outside the edges of the burner. Check that the glass 
panels are not directly touching the tabletop, and are held 
off slightly by the foot pads of the lower brackets. Ensure 
that the gripper foot pads are not sitting directly on the 
fire bowl.

Be aware that the glass and hardware may become warm 
or hot after prolonged burning of the fire pit and take 
reasonable precautions to avoid burns.

Loosen set-screws and carefully slide Bottom Bracket C onto 
each panel joint, with foot pad pointed up.

Position the bottom edge of the metal Bracket flush with the 
edge of the glass panels, adjusted so the foot pad will hold 
the assembled guard slightly off the table surface when 
placed upright.

Check that the silicone screw pads are in place, then secure 
both set-screws, making sure not to over-tighten.

Secure three remaining brackets using the same procedure.
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9 a.m. – 6 p.m., EST, Mon – Fri

an additional year




